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PURPOSE. Gene therapy trials for inherited photoreceptor disorders are planned. Anatomical
metrics to select the best candidates and outcomes are needed. Adaptive optics (AO) imaging
enables visualization of photoreceptor structure, although analytical tools are lacking. Here
we present criteria to assess residual photoreceptor integrity in achromatopsia (ACHM).
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METHODS. Two AOSLOs, at the Medical College of Wisconsin and Moorfields Eye Hospital,
were used to image the photoreceptor mosaic of 11 subjects with ACHM and 7 age-matched
controls. Images were obtained, processed, and montaged using previously described
methods. Cone density and reflectivity were quantified to assess residual cone photoreceptor
structure.
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RESULTS. All subjects with ACHM had reduced numbers of cone photoreceptors, albeit to a
variable degree. In addition, the relative cone reflectivity varied greatly. Interestingly, subjects
with GNAT2-associated ACHM had the greatest number of residual cones and the reflectivity
of those cones was significantly greater than that of the cones in the subjects with CNGA3/
CNGB3-associated ACHM.
CONCLUSIONS. We present cone reflectivity as a metric that can be used to characterize cone
structure in ACHM. This method may be applicable to subjects with other cone disorders. In
ACHM, we hypothesize that cone numerosity (and/or density) combined with cone
reflectivity could be used to gauge the therapeutic potential. As gene replacement would
not be expected to add cones, reflectivity could be a more powerful AO-metric for monitoring
the cellular response to treatment and could provide a more immediate indicator of efficacy
than behavioral measures, which may take longer to change.
Keywords: cones, image analysis, genetic diseases

chromatopsia (ACHM) is an autosomal recessive condition
that affects approximately 1 in 30,000 people.1 Achromatopsia presents at birth or early infancy and is characterized by
pendular nystagmus, poor visual acuity, marked photophobia,
and absent/markedly reduced color vision. Fundus examination
is usually normal, and electrophysiological testing demonstrates
absent cone responses and normal rod function.2 To date, five
genes encoding components of the cone-specific phototransduction cascade have been associated with ACHM. The two
most common causative genes are CNGA33 and CNGB3,4
which encode the a- and b-subunits of the cGMP-gated cation
channel, respectively. Disease-causing variants also have been
identified in GNAT2, which encodes the a-subunit of trans-

ducin,5 PDE6C, encoding the a-subunit of cGMP phosphodiesterase (PDE),6 and PDE6H, which encodes the c-subunit of
cGMP PDE.7 Sequence variants in CNGA3 and CNGB3 account
for approximately 70% to 80% of ACHM,8 GNAT2 accounting
for approximately 1%,5 and PDE6C, PDE6H, or unknown
causes accounting for the remaining cases.
The relatively limited histopathologic investigations of
photoreceptor morphology in ACHM describe a wide range of
observations. Galezowski9 reported a complete absence of
cones, whereas Larsen10 identified malformed foveal cones and
normal peripheral cones. Harrison et al.11 found misshaped and
reduced numbers of cones throughout the retina. In contrast,
Falls et al.12 described normal numbers of misshaped foveal
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The cDNA is numbered according to Ensembl transcript ID: CNGA3 ENST00000409937; CNGB3 ENST00000320005; GNAT2 ENST00000351050.
F, female; M, male; N, no; n/a, not applicable; ND, not determined; Y, yes.
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TABLE 1. Summary of Demographic Data

Subject Demographic Data

Axial
Length, mm

Gene

METHODS
Eleven subjects with molecularly proven ACHM were included
in this study, recruited from Moorfields Eye Hospital, United
Kingdom; The Pangere Center for Hereditary Retinal Diseases
at The Chicago Lighthouse, USA; and the Medical College of
Wisconsin, USA. Seven additional subjects with normal vision
were recruited to serve as controls. The study adhered to the
Tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki; was approved by the
local ethics committees of Moorfields Eye Hospital, Medical
College of Wisconsin, and Western Institutional Review Board;
and was performed with the informed consent of all subjects.
Subject demographic data are given in Table 1. To genetically
confirm the clinical diagnosis, conventional direct Sanger
sequencing of exons and exon-intron boundaries of CNGA3,
CNGB3, GNAT2, and PDE6C was undertaken using previously
published methods.5,28 Electrophysiological testing was previously performed on all subjects to confirm the complete
achromatopsia diagnosis in these subjects.

1 mm
Allele 1/ Allele 2

Foveal
Hypoplasia

ELM Ratio

ISe Ratio

cones and a normal number of peripheral cones. Most recently,
Glickstein and Heath13 reported no evidence of foveal cones
and reduced numbers of peripheral cones. Importantly, these
reports predate knowledge of the underlying molecular
genetic basis of ACHM.9–13
Adaptive optics (AO) imaging enables direct visualization of
the rod and cone photoreceptors in the living human eye.14,15
This technology has been used to reexamine photoreceptor
morphology in ACHM. This was first undertaken in a single
subject with CNGB3-associated ACHM by Carroll et al.,16 who
observed a severely disrupted cone mosaic in the fovea and
parafovea. Merino et al.17 also assessed a single CNGB3 subject,
and noted dark spaces in the mosaic that were spaced too far
apart to be ‘‘normal’’ cones, and the visible cells were too
closely spaced to be cones and were posited to be rods. A
study of nine molecularly confirmed (CNGA3 and CNGB3)
subjects by Genead et al.18 reported residual cone structure in
all but one of the subjects imaged, although most of the cones
had reduced reflectance. More recently, Scoles et al.19 used a
novel ‘‘split detector’’ AO scanning light ophthalmoscopy
(AOSLO) technique to visualize residual inner segment
structure within the dark spaces seen on confocal images.
These imaging results support the idea that cone structure in
ACHM is disrupted, but not absent. Although the degree of
residual cone structure is variable, no genotype-dependent
differences have been reported. Although methods of quantifying cones that are normal in appearance are well established,
techniques for quantifying the residual abnormal cone
structure in ACHM are lacking.20–23 Such tools are needed, in
light of recent studies demonstrating effectiveness of gene
replacement therapy in restoring cone function in multiple
animal models of ACHM and planned initiation of human trials
in the near future.24–27
Here we used AO imaging to assess photoreceptor integrity
in subjects with genetically confirmed ACHM, including
subjects with ACHM associated with GNAT2 variants. We
show evidence suggesting a genotype-phenotype correlation
with respect to the degree of residual photoreceptor structure.
As proposed by Genead et al.,18 we evaluated the intensity of
parafoveal photoreceptors as an indicator of cone health. Here
we show that this quantification can differentiate between
different ACHM genotypes. Such metrics may play a role in
monitoring retinal morphology after therapeutic interventions,
including gene replacement therapy, and may be helpful in
characterizing cone structure in other retinal diseases
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FIGURE 1. Measuring cone photoreceptor reflectance in ACHM. Cone photoreceptors were manually identified from AOSLO images (A). The
displayed image is from a subject with GNAT2-associated ACHM (JC_1064). The diameter of each cone was measured along two axes (B). The
percentage of cells with a reflectance greater than 1 (gray-shaded region) was calculated (C).

Spectral Domain Optical Coherence Tomography
Imaging
All subjects had macular spectral domain optical coherence
tomography (SDOCT) scans using an Envisu SDOCT system
(Bioptigen, Inc., Morrisville, NC, USA). Line scan sets were
acquired (1000 A-scans/B-scan; 100 repeated B-scans) through
the foveal center, and this location was confirmed based on
inspection of an accompanying high-density volume-scan.
Scans were registered and averaged as previously described
to reduce speckle noise in the image.29 The lateral scale of each
image was estimated using the axial length information
obtained from the Zeiss IOL Master (Carl Zeiss Meditec,
Dublin, CA, USA). Foveal hypoplasia was graded based on
previously published reports; in short, subjects were considered to have foveal hypoplasia if more than a single inner
retinal layer was present at the foveal center.30 Subjects
JC_1064 (subject 37), JC_1065 (subject 35), MM_0002 (subject
16), MM_0004 (subject 28), MM_0005 (subject 29), MM_0009
(subject 4), MM_0015 (subject 8), MM_0029 (subject 21), and
MM_0085 (subject 22) were previously included in an SDOCT
study in which the intensity of the inner segment ellipsoid
band (ISe) and external limiting membrane (ELM) were

measured from Heidelberg Spectralis images (Heidelberg
Engineering, Heidelberg, Germany) as previously described.30,31

Adaptive Optics Imaging
Two AOSLOs were used for imaging. One was a previously
described instrument at the Medical College of Wisconsin.32,33
The other instrument was a newly constructed, identical system
at Moorfields Eye Hospital. All subjects were dilated and
accommodation suspended using one drop each of phenylephrine hydrochloride (2.5%) and tropicamide (1%). The imaging
source was a 790-nm super luminescent diode (Superlum Ireland,
Carrigtwohill, County Cork, Ireland). Image sequences were
processed to remove distortions induced by the sinusoidal
motion of the resonant scanner by estimating the distortion from
images of a calibrated Ronchi ruling and then resampling the
images over a grid of equally spaced pixels. These image
sequences were registered to improve signal-to-noise as previously described.34 The registered images from each image
sequence were then combined into a single montage (Adobe
Photoshop; Adobe Systems, Inc., San Jose, CA, USA). No
brightness or contrast changes were applied to images. Montages

FIGURE 2. Macular SDOCT images for a healthy subject and all subjects with ACHM. Images were graded for the presence or absence of foveal
hypoplasia (presence of more than a single inner retinal layer extending through the foveal region). Several subjects (Table 1) were previously
evaluated for ISe and ELM band reflectivity. Scale bar: 200 lm.
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FIGURE 3. Sample AOSLO images 0.658 from fixation. (A) Healthy control. (B, C) Subjects with GNAT2 mutations (JC_1064 and JC_1065,
respectively). (D–G) Achromats with CNGA3 mutations (JC_1240, MM_0002, MM_0009, and MM_0015). (H–L) Achromats with CNGB3 mutations
(JC_1208, MM_0004, MM_0005, MM_0029, and MM_0085). Scale bar: 50 lm.

of images consisted of a minimum approximately 48 box at
fixation and strings of images extending 108 temporally and 58
superiorly. The relative locus of fixation was defined as the center
of the image acquired when the subject was instructed to look at
the center of the imaging raster. Although many subjects with
ACHM have considerable nystagmus, the subjects used in this
study had minimal nystagmus, allowing visualization of locus of
fixation.

Analysis of Photoreceptor Reflectance
In AOSLO images of the photoreceptor mosaic, normal rods and
foveal cones appear as small round structures with a roughly
Gaussian reflectivity profile.14,35 Away from the fovea, cones
generally appear as a bright reflective structure of variable shape
and size, surrounded by a dark ring35 (Supplementary Figs. S1,
S2). The extent of the dark ring has been shown to correspond
to the cone inner segment,19 whereas the brighter central
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reflective core is thought to originate from reflections within or
near the photoreceptor outer segment.36 Cone reflectance was
assessed using images acquired approximately 48 to 68 temporal
to fixation, as outlined in Figure 1. For each subject, the
boundaries of between 750 and 1140 (average 955) cones were
manually selected along two orthogonal axes of the cell using
ImageJ (http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/; provided in the public domain
by the National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA) (Fig.
1B).37 The ‘‘center’’ of the cone was identified as the
intersection of the two axes. The reflectance of each cone
was defined as the mean reflectance of all pixels within a circle
centered on the cone, whose diameter was 90% of that cell’s
diameter (as defined by the user-selected points). The use of the
90% diameter allowed inclusion of the signal from as much of
the cone as possible without being influenced by the rods,
which surround the cones in the peripheral retina.
To assess rod reflectivity, rods were manually identified in
the mosaic using ImageJ (National Institutes of Health)37
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TABLE 2. Subject Photoreceptor Reflectance Data
Cone Density, Cones/mm2

Cone Reflectance

0.658

58

Average

SD

%>1

Cones Sampled

Rods Sampled

JC_0825
MM_0059
MM_0093
MM_0102
JC_0822
JC_0823
JC_0864

76,694
78,678
88,595
73,058
87,934
73,388
82,645

13,884
12,810
14,165
13,496
16,860
15,868
17,190

2.49
2.46
2.92
2.06
2.07
2.56
2.23

0.73
0.83
0.90
0.57
0.60
0.86
0.62

99.8
98.8
98.0
98.6
92.4
98.3
97.4

1,008
1,025
1,015
1,021
1,003
1,011
1,005

1,011
1,027
1,021
1,015
1,012
1,050
1,049

JC_1064
JC_1065

65,785
59,504

10,273
11,612

0.95
1.90

0.87
1.89

28.8
46.7

784
848

1,002
1,002

JC_1240
MM_0002
MM_0009
MM_0015

12,231
10,579
19,504
17,190

5,959
5,620
6,281
4,959

0.59
0.56
0.35
0.40

0.32
0.31
0.13
0.16

1.2
1.1
0.1
0.9

995
760
1,111
1,140

986
1,018
1,020
1,017

JC_1208
MM_0004
MM_0005
MM_0029
MM_0085

11,570
13,554
12,893
18,843
18,512

6,959
4,250
4,989
7,603
7,273

0.34
0.35
0.36
0.47
0.48

0.11
0.15
0.12
0.14
0.17

0.0
0.8
0.1
0.8
0.9

869
750
820
1,013
1,012

990
1,010
999
1,016
1,019

Subject No.

Table rows separated by genotype (normal, GNAT2, CNGA3, CNGB3). % >1 is the percentage of reflectance profiles with a normalized
reflectance greater than 1; Cone(s) indicate cone photoreceptor(s) and Rod(s) indicate rod photoreceptor(s).

(Supplementary Fig. S1). The center location of each rod was
identified as the local maximum within a distance of three
pixels from the user-selected rod center. The reflectance of
each rod was defined as the mean reflectance of all pixels
within a circle centered on the rod, whose diameter was 3.3
lm. This diameter was selected as it represents the approximate diameter of a rod photoreceptor at the assessed
locations.33 On average, 1015 (range, 986–1050) rod photoreceptors were identified in each subject.
The reflectivity values for rod and cone photoreceptors were
normalized to the average noncone intensity of the image. To do
this, the area void of vessels was selected, then the cone areas
were masked, and the remainder of the image intensity was
averaged. Thus, cells with a normalized reflectivity less than 1
were dimmer than the image average, whereas cells with a
normalized reflectivity greater than 1 were brighter than the
image average. An example is shown in Figure 1C. To quantify the
photoreceptor reflectivity, we calculated the average cone and
rod reflectivity and determined the percentage of the total
population with a reflectance greater than 1.

Cone Density
Cone density was measured manually at 0.658 and 58 from
fixation. For counting purposes in this study, an object was
considered a ‘‘cone’’ regardless of the apparent intensity of the
central reflective core. To remove the effect of edge artifacts in
our cone counts, cone photoreceptors were identified over an
80 3 80-lm region, and then analyzed over a 55 3 55-lm area.

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was done using JMP, version 11 (SAS
Institute, Inc., Cary, NC, USA). The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
was used to test each subject’s reflectance for normality. To
evaluate statistical significance in photoreceptor reflectivity
between subjects of the same genotype, a one-way ANOVA test
was done for the subjects with CNGB3 and CNGA3 mutations.
Because only two subjects with GNAT2 were included, a MannWhitney U was performed. Comparison of photoreceptor
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reflectivity across genotypes was performed using a KruskalWallis one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni correction for multiple
comparisons.

RESULTS
Disease-causing variants were identified in CNGA3 in four
subjects, in CNGB3 in five subjects, and in GNAT2 in two
brothers (Table 1). Foveal integrity was variable; both subjects
with GNAT2 mutations and two subjects with CNGA3
mutations had normal foveal excavation, whereas the other
subjects had some degree of foveal hypoplasia. Both subjects
with GNAT2 mutations and one of the subjects with CNGB3
mutations (MM_0005) had continuous ISe and ELM retinal
bands throughout the macula, whereas all other subjects
exhibited some degree of disruption at the foveal center.
Macular SDOCT scans from one healthy and all subjects with
ACHM are shown in Figure 2, and previously reported relative
ISe and ELM band intensities for selected subjects are given in
Table 1.

Qualitative and Quantitative Mosaic Assessment
With AO Imaging
All ACHM subjects had photoreceptor mosaic disruption at the
presumed center of their photoreceptor mosaic, albeit to a
variable degree. Photoreceptor images acquired 0.658 from
fixation are shown in Figure 3. All subjects with ACHM had a
reduced number of photoreceptors compared with the healthy
controls. The images of the subjects with GNAT2 mutations
(Figs. 3B, 3C) were particularly noteworthy, with photoreceptor density being only slightly lower than normal (Table 2) and
a near contiguous mosaic was present at the fovea. This
remarkable finding was in direct contrast to the other ACHM
genotypes, all of whom had markedly reduced cone structure
at the parafoveal location. Cone density for our healthy
subjects ranged from 73,058 to 88,595 cones/mm2 compared
with 59,504 to 65,785 cones/mm2 for the subjects with GNAT2
mutations. In direct contrast, central cone density was greatly
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FIGURE 4. Sample AOSLO images 58 from fixation. (A) Healthy control. (B, C) Achromats with GNAT2 mutations (JC_1064 and JC_1065,
respectively). (D–H) Achromats with CNGA3 mutations (JC_1240, MM_0002, MM_0009, and MM_0015). (H–L) Achromats with CNGB3 mutations
(JC_1208, MM_0004, MM_0005, MM_0029, and MM_0085). Scale bar: 50 lm.

reduced in the other ACHM subjects (10,579–19,504 cones/
mm2). Specific subject values are present in Table 2. A similar
trend was seen in images 58 from fixation, as shown in Figure
4. The healthy subjects had cone density that ranged from
12,810 to 17,190 cones/mm2, whereas the two subjects with
GNAT2 mutations had densities of 10,273 and 11,612 cones/
mm2. In contrast, the subjects with CNGA3 and CNGB3
mutations had density values ranging between 4250 and 7603
cones/mm2. In addition, the qualitative appearance of the
residual parafoveal cone structure varied significantly among
CNGA3, CNGB3, and GNAT2 groups (Fig. 4).

Photoreceptor Reflectivity
The average cone photoreceptor reflectance, SD, and percentage of cells with an average reflectance greater than 1 are
shown in Table 2. The retinal areas analyzed are shown in
Figure 4, with the individual cone cells that we measured being
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further illustrated in Supplementary Figure S2. Average
reflectance (6SD) for the healthy subjects was 2.40 (60.31).
On average, in the healthy subjects, 97.6% of the cones had a
normalized reflectance that was greater than 1. There was no
statistical difference in cone reflectance among healthy
subjects (P > 0.05). In keeping with previous qualitative
observations of cone reflectivity in ACHM, the cones in
subjects with CNGA3/B3 mutations had abnormal reflectance
profiles, with less than 1.5% of their cones having reflectance
values greater than 1 (Table 2). There was no difference in
average cone reflectance between subjects within either the
CNGA3 (P > 0.05, one-way ANOVA) or CNGB3 (P > 0.05, oneway ANOVA) group. There was also no difference detected
between the CNGA3 and CNGB3 (P ¼ 0.062, Mann-Whitney U)
groups. In contrast, between 28% and 47% of the cones in the
subjects with GNAT2 mutations had a reflectance greater than
1 (Table 2). Average cone reflectance was greatest for the
healthy subjects; with subjects with GNAT2-associated ACHM

Assessing Residual Photoreceptor Integrity in ACHM
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FIGURE 5. Genotype-dependent differences in cone photoreceptor reflectance in ACHM. Photoreceptor reflectance was binned and the number of
cells was plotted as a fraction of the total number of cells. Data were averaged across subjects by genotype. (Top) Cone reflectivity was variable
between genotypes. Subjects with CNGA3/B3 mutations showed, on average, lower reflectance than normal. Subjects with GNAT2 mutations also
showed reduced reflectance on average compared with healthy subjects, but greater reflectance and variability than CNGA3/B3. (Bottom) Rod
reflectivity was not different from the healthy control in all ACHM genotypes.

falling between healthy and the CNGA3/B3 subjects (Fig. 5).
The distribution of normalized reflectance values for all
achromats was statistically different from the healthy subjects
(GNAT2 P ¼ 0.0013; CNGB3 P < 0.0001; CNGA3 P < 0.0001,
Mann-Whitney U). This difference in cone reflectivity is
consistent with previously reported differences in the relative
intensity of the ISe band on SDOCT images.30 There was no
difference in average rod reflectance between subjects within
or between groups (P > 0.05, one-way ANOVA); however, this
is to be expected given our normalization methods.

DISCUSSION
In this study, we present the first evidence of a genotypedependent difference in residual cone structure in ACHM.
Whether our findings extend to other subjects with GNAT2associated ACHM or are restricted to the specific mutation
reported here remains to be seen. It is important to note that
there were large differences between the two subjects with
GNAT2 mutations, who were brothers; nevertheless, they were
both significantly different from the other genotypes examined. However, in keeping with our findings of improved cone
structure (greater cone density, higher average cone reflectance, and increased reflectance of the ISe band on SDOCT),
in-depth psychophysical assessment has suggested GNAT2associated ACHM has slightly greater residual cone function
than CNGA3/B3-associated ACHM,38 which suggests that our
structural findings might be expected to extend to other
subjects with GNAT2 mutations. Moreover, our findings
demonstrate the importance of assessing photoreceptor
structure on an individualized basis. We also present data
supporting the use of cell reflectivity as a metric to
characterize the residual cone integrity in subjects with
ACHM.18
In developing metrics to quantify photoreceptor reflectance, the method for measuring the reflectance of a cell and
the normalization process are important factors. Ideally, a
nonphotoreceptor layer would be imaged simultaneously with
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the photoreceptor layers using the exact same light source and
detectors, and subsequently used for normalization. This
normalization also would include residual AO correction error,
detector sensitivity, and tear film integrity. It also would
thereby allow for independent measurements of rod and cone
cell reflectivity. Unfortunately, current imaging capabilities do
not allow these methods to be implemented. Therefore, the
methods used are associated with some inherent limitations
with respect to normalized reflectance measurements. For
measuring the reflectance of peripheral cones, we chose to
average reflectance over as much of the cone diameter as
possible. In a treatment that might be expected to improve
cone structure or function, we would predict that the cone
reflectivity would change. Given the heterogeneous nature of
cone reflectance profiles, we felt a larger sampling area would
provide the best foundation for making future follow-up
measures. Another approach could have been actually analyzing the reflective core, perhaps fitting to a Difference of
Gaussian profile. Although this would remove some of the
subjectivity in defining the cone diameter, it has the
disadvantage that differences in the shape of the profile would
be confounded with differences in intensity. In the future, it
may be possible to use the inner segment diameter measured
using split detector AOSLO to determine the measurement area
on a cone-by-cone basis.19 Regardless of the method used, it is
important that the parameters be openly disclosed to allow
comparison across research groups but also to ensure
consistency in measurement techniques in a population over
time. Normalization is equally important, and we opted to
mask the cones. The rationale is that in ACHM, the expectation
is that the cones would change reflectivity in response to
treatment, thus including them in the normalization would
confound the measurement. It may be that to apply a similar
technique to rod disorders, normalizing to a signal in the inner
retina might be an even better choice, as has been done in
similar OCT studies.30,39 Additional reports from a number of
other conditions also have reported disrupted cone reflectivity,18,35,40–42 so the methods developed here also may be
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applicable to these disorders; however, extensive repeatability
and reproducibility studies in each disorder must be done to
ensure the robustness of photoreceptor reflectivity analysis
before their potential application to clinical trials in each
pathology. It may be possible that this method would be useful
only for ACHM; further studies must be done.
Although our study is limited by small sample size, we have
demonstrated clear differences in the cone mosaic between
the CNGA3/B3 and GNAT2 subjects. Another limitation of this
study is that it is cross-sectional. Several studies have
questioned whether ACHM is a stationary or progressive
disease.1,43 Two large cross-sectional OCT studies have been
undertaken44,45 that suggest inexorable disease progression by
assessing outer retinal integrity at different ages, showing a
correlation between integrity and age. In direct contrast, two
other cross-sectional OCT studies show no correlation
between retinal integrity and age and have suggested that the
natural history is highly variable among subjects and that
progressive cone loss is not inevitable in all subjects.18,30
Interestingly, the subjects with GNAT2-associated ACHM and
better cone structure were actually older than the subjects
with CNGA3/B3 mutations. Thus, if ACHM is generally
progressive, our findings would indicate genotype-specific
differences in the rate of progression.
With gene therapy trials planned in the near future,
developing imaging protocols and analysis methods to both
identify the best candidates for therapeutic intervention and
assess the effect of intervention is essential. The cell
reflectivity analyses presented here could be used for both
aims. On the one hand, population-based measures of
reflectivity could be used to evaluate differences in cone
health among subjects: the thought being those with cones of
greater reflectivity may have a greater therapeutic potential
than those with cones of lesser reflectivity. An important
question to be addressed is the role of numerosity in
determining the therapeutic potential of a given subject: is
it better to have fewer cones with better structure or more
cones with worse structure (and perhaps variable response
to treatment)? Cone reflectivity also may be useful in
evaluating therapeutic efficacy after the initiation of treatment: in the case of successful restoration of cone structure
and function, one might expect that the overall cone
reflectance would increase. Direct tracking of individual
photoreceptor reflectance over time, before and after
treatment, may be a more sensitive metric to quantify early
changes than visual function (Jonnal RS, et al. IOVS
2007;48:ARVO E-Abstract 1955).33,36,46,47
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